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GOVERNORS FACE RESIDENTS:
Several hundred people attended a
public meeting at St Barnabas hall in which the Dulwich estates
governors were brought face to face with residents in an attempt
to discuss local complaints and grievances.
The meeting, organised by the Dulwich Society, lasted two hours
and heard a series of criticisms of delays by the governors in
getting work done; the most notable example cited was Stonehills
Court.
It also heard a presentation on the role of the governors
and the problems they had faced in recent years from Mr Marshall Field
the chairman, and Mr John Wylie, the general manager.
It was
'
chaired by Mr Gerald Bowden, the MP for Dulwich, and by
Captain Denys Wyatt, the chairman of the society.
By a show of hands the meeting supported the proposition to
set up_ a coordinating committee charged with the job of establishing
some kind of _public advisory c;:ommi ttee which would enable the
concerns of residents to be more easily relayed to the governors:
this proposal came from the Dulwich society's executive committee.
Another well-supported proposal from the floor was that a similar
public meeting should be held in the near future, and perhaps
that they could become regular events.
Among subjects discussed
were:
* The design and permissibility of alterations to houses
and gardens, ranging from loft conversions to dormer
windows and swimming pools.
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*

The difficulties of policing and enforcing the scheme of
mnnagement - once a house had been (illegally} altered,
it was virtually impossible to insist on its being
restored to its original status.

*

The state of College Road - the governors pointed out they
were only responsible for its section south of the South
Circular road.

*

The governors' admitted difficulties in staffing and running
an efficient office throughout much of the 1980s - this,
they claimed, was now behind them.

*

The controversy over Sydenham Hill and Dulwich Woods,
involving both proposals by the governors to develop part
of the former and the unkempt and vandalised state of the
latter.

There was a sense at the meeting that, although the very fact
of it taking place was something of a breakthrough and it did
undeniably improve understanding on both sides, it could only be
a beginning.
There was a discernible impatience with some of
the statements and speeches made by the governors - often on the
grounds, it seemed, that they simply went on for too long.
Next
time, perhaps, there could be more give and take between the nlatform
and the floor, as much remained to be discussed when the 10pm"
deadline arrived.

(Tel. 693 1713)

David Nicholson-Lord

9·Bassano St SE22 8RU

(Tel, 693 5789)

All contributions to the Summer Newsletter, please,
to the editor by May 25.
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Clearly, too, many residents remained unimpressed by the
governors' declaration, repeated many times, that while they.h~d
suffered a bad patch in administration and simple office ~fficiency
(answering letters, for example), matters were now improving.
Given the failure of past promises, could present ones be
believed?
A few points, however, can already be pencilled in on the
provisional agenda for the next public meeting or the first
meeting of any new consultative forum.
These include: .
.
* 'l'he governors claimed that they were under an obligation
to propose development in Sydenham Hill Wood and that
to have failed to do so might have led to intervention
by the Charity Commission .• Given the present parlous
state of the commission, as detailed in a recent report
by a Commons select committee, is it at all likely ~hat
it would have intervened?
Has it not got more serious
matters to deal with?
And if it had intervened, could not
the governors have made out a convincing ~ase that th~Y.
were acting within their remit of preserving the amenities
of Dulwich?
When, incidentally, was the last time the
governors received an instruction or reprimand from the
Charity Commission?

*

If the scheme of management is so hard to enforce - the
meeting was told, for example, that the governors were
very reliant on neighbours for news of potential breaches and if breaches of it cannot be rectified, should the
scheme be revised, tightened up or abandoned?
Or should
the governors attempt a stricter enforcement role?

To keep up the flow of communication, the governors might care
to comment- on these points, and any others raised, for the next
issue of the Newsletter.
Comments from readers on any further
points would also be welcomed.

****
STONEWORK RESTORATION:
One of a group of companies within a
national building and construction company specialises in
stonework.
Skilled stonemasons, working within the Greater
London area, repair and restore quite complicated stone
constructions such as decorative stonework, statues and so on.
This company has indicated to the Civic Trust that it would be
prepared to sponsor, through the use of its skilled craftsmen,
some limited repairs of restoration work, and t~e trust would ,
like to promote this sponsorship.
The trust will also p~blicise
the projects at the time of Envirpnment Week, from 22 April
to 2 May.
This information has been passed to the estates
office in case it may provide an answer to the resto~ation w~rk
needed on the vandalised tombstones in the cemetery in the village.
If anvone would like further information, please contact
(Mrs)-Robin Taylor, 670 0890.

COMPLAINTS DOSSIER:
Nearly 300 individual submissions on
complaints against the estates governors had been received from
about 2,000 residents reached by 70 representatives during.the
society's survey into the estate's problems.
A huge dossier
was sent to the chairman and the vice chairman of the governors
in advance of the public meeting on 29 February.

****
DULWICH WOODS:
A kissing gate has been installed at the entrance
to Low Cross Wood Lane.
The trees sub-committee has told the
governors that its members could clear litter-bins if they were
installed.

****
BADGER'S END:
The last of a group of badgers known to have lived
in Dulwich Woods has been found dead.

****
WEBSTER FOUNTAIN:
Hopes for effective repairs to the damage
caused to the fountain in a motor accident last year have been
raised following the tracking down of Mr Fred Minter, the monumental
mason who worked on the fountain in 1977.
The executive has now
heard that the motorist involved has accepted responsibility for
the damage and Southwark council has accepted the responsibility
for repairs.
The mason's estimate has been passed to Southwark's
public works department.

****
DUMPING RUBBISH:
The London Waste Regulation Authority has an
action line available 24 hours a day to catch illegal dumpers of
waste,
"Phone us and we come down on him like a ton of bricks",
says the authority.
The number is 928 9988.
The authority also
points out that pouring used motor oil down the public drains is
illegal (and burning it is offensive).
Amateur car mechanics
should take it to their local recycling centre, it says.
A full
list of these is given elsewhere in the Newsletter.
The nearest
one to Dulwich, in Lambeth, is at Vales Street, SE27, tel: 670 2048.
Nearly all sites are open seven days a week, from 8am to 4pm.
The LWRA number is at County Hall, London SEl, tel: 633 2786.

****
ENVIRONMENT WEEK:
The fourth national Environment Week, organised
by the Civic Trust, is to be held from 22 April to 2 May.
This is
the week when the environment is centre-staqe, says the trust, and
when voluntary groups, councils, businesses; schools, the media
and ordinary people pull together to make the country's environment
better.
For more details see elsewhere in this issue,

****

****
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FAIRLIE BEQUEST:
Gerald Fairlie has made a bequest of £500 to
the society, of which £320 has been added to previous £100 donation
to purchase a new projector.

AMENITY FEDERATION:
Plans have been announced to form a
federation or forum of London's local amenity groups.
This
would enable them to join together on matters of mutual interest
and press for their ,point of view.
A similar federation of
amenity groups in Kent works particularly well.
A one-day
conference was run by the Civic Trust in January entitled
"London's Future and the Role of Local Amenity Societies".
The conference, attended by a number of societies registered
with the trust, heard about some of the transport and
conservation problems in London and about how local amenity groups
can help to improve them.
The conference also hearothat the
trust - which co-ordinates the local amenity societies, runs the
Civic Trust awards, Environment Week and many local conservation
projects - intends to introduce a membership fee of £25.

****
GREEN BOOK:
Brian Green's latest book, A View of Victorian
and Edwardian Dulwich, is due to be published in October.

****
CONSERVING KIOSKS:
In light of the nationwide campaign to
preserve some red telephone boxes, the society will promote the
retention of the red box outside the Village sub-post office.

****
HURRICANE GROUP: LEAF - Lambeth Environmental Action Forum is a new grouping of the borough's environmental groups.
The
group arose from the need to face the hurricanetragedy from
both a local and a borough wide viewpoint.
lt aims to make
links between th~ council and local people to see that the storm
damage is rectified and subsequently that wide environmental
issues are covered,
LEAF is a new initiative to bring together
the many groups concerned with environmental issues in Lambeth.
The aim of the forum is to unite organisations with common interests,
to share experiences and ideas, to plan action to improve the
environment in Lambeth, and to communicate these ideas to decision
makers.

****
PUBLICITY PLEASE:
The society badly needs someone to take charge
of its membership and publicity, an important job which has gone
by default for some time.
Please - is there anyone out there?
If you are interested, contact Robin Taylor, the secretary.

****
BANKRUPT PECKHAM:
The Peckham Society has run out of money.
The February issue of Peckham Society News could not have been
produced without the generosity of local estate agents Harvey and
Wheeler.
The. society said:
"Urgent action is needed if the
Peckham Society is to continue.
Donations and new members are
needed now",

****
TREE NURSERY:
A well attended public meeting has welcomed proposals
to turn the disused council yard in Marsden Road, off Oglander Road,
into a tree nursery for the London Wildlife Trust.
About 20
residents from the roads surrounding the site listened to the
proposals and questioned representatives from the council and
the trust.
The unanimous response was that this was an imaginative
proposal which would be of wide benefit to the community.
Once
funding is agreed the work will begin.
The tree nursery should
open at the end of 1988.
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****
HISTORICAL WALKS:
A programme of historical walks led by
Brian Green begins on Sunday 22 May, with a look at "The Old
Village of Dulwich", a gentle two-hour stroll suitable for
the disabled.
Meet at North Dulwich station at 2.30pm.
Next,
on Sunday 26 June, is "Highwaymen, gypsies and murder", a walk
through Dulwich Wood lasting 2~ hours, rather hilly and unsuitable
for the disabled.
Meet at the Grove Tavern, Lordship Lane, at
2.30pm.
On Sunday 24 July is "Spies, traitors and their houses",
a gentle two-hour walk suitable for the disabled.
Meet in
Belair car park at 2.30pm.
All walks are circular.
The
charge for each is £1.50 for adults, Sop for children and
senior citizens.
All proceeds are donated to charity,

****
WOODLAWN HISTORY:
The story of Woodlawn, 105 Dulwich Village,
will be told at a visit and lecture on Thursday 2 June at 7.45pm.
The event is by kind invitation of Mr and Mrs Andrew Rutherford
and is organised by the local history sub-committee.
Tickets,
including wine, are E2, available from the Art Stationers,
Dulwich Village.
Early application is strongly advised.

****
GARDEN VISITS:
A programme of garden openings is being arranged
for the coming season.
The horticultural sub-committee is in the
process of bringing its register up-to-date and if any mewbers
of the Dulwich Society who are not already on the list would like
to receive invitations to the gardens, please let either
Miss J Galer (670 2659) or Mrs S Daniel (274 9907) know.

****
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HORSES HAUL:
An unusual event took place at London Wildlife Trust's
Sydenham Hill Wood nature reserve on Wednesday 10 February, when
heavy horses were brought to the woods to haul out trees which
fell during October's hurricane.
The timber from a number of
fallen trees is to be sold to generate funds for the London Wildlife
Trust.
The Ardennes horses, supplied by the National Working Horses
Trust, were the most sensible method as the woodland is steep
and not appropriate for motor vehicles.
Gary Grant, the trust's
Southwark field officer said:
"Sensitive woodland management is

essential: the use of these traditional working horses, probably
not seen in London since World War II, other than for dray or
carthorse work, is entirely compatible with the wildlife interests
of the woods".
The event received e.xtensive picture coverage in the Press,
including The Times, The independent and The Guardian.
The
National Working Horses Trust in Etchingham, Sussex, supplied
them.
The two horses used were Logique (11 years, 15.3 hands,
strawberry roan) and Mateus (10 years, 15.3 hands, bay).
They
weigh about one ton each.

****

ENVIRONMENT WEEK:

THE CIVIC 'I'J'.WST' S GUIDE

Environment week is the one week in the year when the
environment is centre-stage, when voluntary groups, councils,
businesses, schools, the media and neople like vourself all null
together to help make Britain's environment better.
This year
will be the fourth year that the Civic Trust has organised a
national Environment Week.
Everyone is welcome to join in.
Last year there were more than a thousand events nationwide.
Why is it needed?
You don't have far to look.
What
about those local beauty spots blemished by litter, streams
sullied by rubbish, wasteland sites scarred by neglect, town
and village treasures for which no-one seems to care?
They're
environmental black-spots - not much of a credit to anyone, not
much of an attraction to visitors.
It may be easier to turn
a blind eye, but it's more rewarding to help tackle.the problems
ourselves.
Environment week is coordinated by the Civic Trust, one of
Britain's leading environmental charities, in close association
with British Trust for Conservation Volunteers;
Community
Service Volunteers;
Friends of the Earth; Groundwork Foundation;
Tidy Britain Group;
Royal Society for Nature Conservation;
Town and Country Planning Association and UK2000.
All these
independent groups believe that actions speak louder than words.
\·Jhat does it involve?
You're the judge - there's no
bureaucracy.
You know best what's needed to improve the local
scene or highlight its assets so that more people can enjoy
them.
Task-forces to clear rubbish; schemes for the care
of well-loved local landmarks; plantinq and landscaping;
exhibitions;
comoetitions; publications; quided walks to
open eyes to local treasures~ it's up to you.
How do you join in?
You can take part by joining with
voluntary groups in your area or by leading a scheme of your
own.
Councils can undertake their own schemes or boost
voluntary initiatives with cash incentives or help in kind.
Firms can offer sponsorship, facelift their own premises, offer
help in kind.
Schools can undertake surveys, mount exhibitions.
Local papers and radio stations can organise competitions.
Voluntary groups, with all the help they can muster, can plan
activities and events.
.
.
lilhere do you get ideas and advice?
The Ci vie Trust has a
helpful booklet, packed with ideas, information and advi·ce. Ideas to Get You Started.
It's free, so send off for it by
writing to the Civic Trust, Freepost, 17 Carlton House Terrace,
London SWlY 5YZ.
No stamp is required but if you use one it
reduces our costs.

THE ESTATES GOVERNORS MEET THEIR PUBLIC
By Robin Taylor
There was intense interest in the public meeting in
St Barnabas Hall on 29 February before- a panel of three estates
governors and their general manager and secretary, and four
members of the Dulwich Society, chaired by Gerald Bowden MP.
Called by the society to give the governors an opportunity to
reply to last autumn's survey, its success was validated to a
great extent by nearly 300 residents filling the hall almost
to overflowing.
Members of the society accounted for at
least 80 per cent of the audience.
Altho~gh annoyance, and some disgust, with the governors'
management of the estate to date, or rather the lack of it,
were aoparent when residents came to question the panel, they
responded to an exhortation from the chairman of the society,
Captain Denys Wyatt, and of the governors, Marshall Field,
that the meeting should be one of amicable discussion.
Consequently, it was not as explosive as many appeared to
expect.
"Improved communication" was to be the key, and so
it proved to be.
Marshall Field, Tom Howe, vice-chairman, Jeremy Gotch,
newly-appointed chairman of their trees and surveys sub-committee,
and John Wylie, general manager and secretary, spoke for the
governors.
Brian Green, chairman of the local history
sub-committee, Reg Collins, chairman of the transport and
planning sub-committee and Barry Warrener, spokeAfor the society.
Residents were fully aware of the raisons d'etre for the
survey, as stated by Brian Green, but many were very much in the
dark regarding the governors themselves;
their methods of
election; their statutory duties towards beneficiaries and
the scooe of these duties beyond Dulwich;
the functions and
their carrying-out by the estates office;
their lack of large,
disposable assets;
their extensive ownership of land, including
the-site of Beechgrove for which the governors say they are
charged with a duty to obtain planning consent as it is a site
zoned for residential development.
Whilst appreciating the role played by amenity societies
and residents' associations, John Wylie appeared to feel the
estates office in particular to be under siege.
He launched
into a protracted account regarding more and better qualified
members of management and of office staff; new staffing
structures with new accountants, consultant building surveyors
and engineers;
and expenditure totals on rented and freehold
properties.
Much blame was placed upon rapid changes of
Personnel in the oeriod 1981-85, and the resulting problem of
catching up with
backlog;
the outdated terminology of mainly
30-year-old leases;
dealings with statutory undertakings,
checking of tenders and poor accounting for work done at
residents' expense;
and a number of other issues.
This
lengthy declaration of intent, absorbing as it did almost a
quarter of the meeting's available time, proved to be an unwise
tactic, resulting in the chairman's intervention and his call
for questions from the floor.

a
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We heard that the governors and Southwark council are working
together to produce guidelines on loft conversions, conservatories,
swimming pools and dish aerials, and that, when finalised and
~reduced, copies will be lodged with the governors and one copy
will pass to the Dulwich society.
Mr Field hoped that in future
the architectural style of double-glazing would be considered
carefully, and that amenity societies and residents' associations
would support residents' objections to conversions of front
rooms into garages.
Mr Wylie reported that a full-scale survey
would be carried out on breaches of the scheme of management by
freeholders.
Mr Field added that neighbours aware of such
breaches could help the governors with informa~ion, and
residents, who might be ignorant of wrong-doing, could be informed.
tvith improvements to 95 estates to be taken in rotation, increased
costs were impossible to quantify, and regarding the extremely
high costs caused by subsidence affecting garage floors in
Peckarmans Wood and the request for retaining walls there and
in Lymer Avenue, these cases had been put into the hands of
lawyers.
The problems of Stonehills Court, reaching back
to 1975, were compounded by delays, liabilities and leasehold
structures.
Mr Collins then explained the society's executive committee's
proposition that "in the light of the resoonse to the survey .....
its executive committee has decided that
coordinating committee
be called together with a view to the creation of a public
advisory committee whose task would be to represent the interests
of the residents in their dealings with the estates governors".
The suggestion was that two members each from the Dulwich society,
the Dulwich Village Preservation society and the Dulwich
Residents' Association should coordinate oroposals to out before
the governors to strengthen the present advisory committee, and
mould it into a public advisory committee,
Its meetings should
be more frequent and should be open to the public with published
agenda and minutes.
Southwark council's planning committee
follows these procedures.
A further aim was to create a forum
to function for smaller groups.
When put to the meeting, the
proposition was carried almost unanimously:
there were only
two, perhaps three, abstentions and possibly one objection.
There was no immediate reaction from the governors to the result.
At this point, Mr Bowden had to vacate the chair to attend
a division in the House of Commons and Captain Wyatt took the
chair.
The last questions concerned Beechgrove and the
latest application by the governors for planning permission
yet again, despite the fact that the inspector at the public
enquiry last year had recommended no development.
Mr Howe
referred to the governors' duty and ownership of the land - as
mentioned earlier - plus the pressures coming from the Charity
Commissioners - who, incidentally, have recently been criticised
for their lack of control over charities throughout the country!
The society's trees sub-committ~e was praised by Mr Gotch for
its suggestions on management of Dulwich Woods, and Mr Field
told us the governors had purchased some 130 12-vear-old trees
for planting round the estate.
The hall had th~n to be
cleared - it was 10.07pm!

a

WHAT'S ON
15/16 April, Fri,
Sat, 8pm

St Barnabas Hall

Dulwich Players, The
Beaux' Stratagem (see
News)

5 May, Thurs,
8pm

St Barnabas Hall

Illustrated talk on
British butterflies,
with slides taken by the
late Christopher Benwell
(Wildlife)

22 May, Sun,
2.30pm

North Dulwich
Station

Historical walk (see
News)

2 June, Thurs,
7.45pm

105 Dulwich Village

Woodlawn, visit (see
News)

25 June, Sat,
8pm

Christ Church,
Streatham SW2

Dulwich Choral Society,
Mendelssohn: Hymn of
Praise, tickets £4.

26 June, Sun,
2.30pm

Grove Tavern

Historical walk (see
News)

24 July, Sun,
2.30pm

Belair car park

Historical walk (see
News)

Could contributions to What's On please be sent in the above
form:
it simplifies matters considerably!

If such a meeting had taken place even 10 years ago, would
the survey have been necessary?
One resident's suggestion
that such meetings should be held annually met with Mr Field's
approval.
There has been ignorance on both sides, but some of the
veils which have tended to shroud the work of the estates
governors have now been lifted.
Greater openness should make
all the difference to further relationships - particularly
with the renewal of allotment leases and decisions on the old
grammar school, the tollgate and the high management charge
still to be resolved.
Mrs Taylor is secretary of the society.
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ANNUAL MEETING:

SOCIETY IMPROVES ITS CAMPAIGNING IMAGE

After a packed St Barnabas Hall, and the tremendous interest
shown in the public meeting three nights earlier, the AGM was
bound to suffer by comparison.
Nevertheless, the great majority
of those present had attended that meeting and there was still
a tangible air of expectancy despite the fairly small audience,
who, later, welcomed Judge Michael Goodman on his election as
anothe 7 of the society's vice-presidents.
One of his principal
local interests concerns the future of the South Circular Road.
An expression of sympathy opened the AGM.
In his absence,
Lord Silkin offered sincere regrets at the unexpected death
last year of his brother, John Silkin - with his wife, the film
actress Rosamund John, he had been a Dulwich resident for many
years.
Deep regret also marked the loss of Gerald Fairlie, "a
great and gentle man".
To those who had known him 1 his spirit
might almost have been present as one speaker after another commented
on his life, work, generosity and kindly personality.
Brian Jones
remarked on his "special talent in gingering-up and persuading
people" to ~reater efforts on the society's behalf and, by doing
Just that himself, thanks to a legacy in his will, the society
is the proud possessor of a splendid new Projector - which was
"baptised" at the Trees meeting in Februa~y.
In their respective fields, all sub-committees had achieved
much during the year.
As examples, Trees and Wildlife had made
~ joint submission to the public enquiry on Grove House;
there
is a new Tree Trail; and Trees had presented proposals on the
future management of Dulwich Woods to which the estates governors
may now give serious consideration - we heard the governors have
already had 12 mature trees and 20 saplings planted to fill gaps
left by the hurricane, with many more still to be Planted andwith some relief, that they intend to leave a proportion ~f fallen
trees to serve as bases for natural regeneration.
By virtue of open days at the garden of The Grange, before
Gerald's death, Horticulture had given donations to manv charities
and, although one house-visit had fallen through, Loca~History
had arranged another for June and puoils from William Penn school
were using some of their research material to help in a GCSE course
of study.
Congratulations continue to be received on the calibre and
content of the Newsletters and, unfortunately, the editor could not
be present to receive congratulations for his recently published
book.
The society is in deficit for the year but almost half the
membership needed to be reminded about the new subscription for
1988:
this entailed the posting of 550 letters!
Southwark council
is girding its loins to repair seats presented to Belair by the
society, and Dr Webster's fountain in the village.
The hea~iest w?rk-load has been that of Transport and Planning,
the latter in particular.
A successful submission was presented
at a public enquiry (Grove House) and there were two successful
writt~n submissio~s against appeals, plus responses to many other
planning applications involving detailed consideration to retain
"a good honest response as an amenity society".

Reg Collins had ended the year by chairing the ad hoe
sub-committee which steered the survey through to the final
public meeting with the estates governors.
The society has
received many congratulations both verbal and written for this
effort but, as was pointed out, its reputation as a campaigning
amenity society has for a period been poor, and continued effort
is needed to maintain the present improvement into the future.
New ideas which were put forward may help towards that
improvement.
Report by Robin Taylor

DEATH OF AN ELM
Two members have responded to the anneal, in the July Newsletter's
Graoevine column, for any information on the fate of an old elm
tree, reoutedly of Chaucerian vintage, that in the early 1970s
stood in Half Moon Lane.
Their comments are reproduced below.
The old elm tree in Half Moon Lane became of considerable
concern to our family when, late in 1945, we became its
custodians at Elm Lodge.
At that time the college estates were
of the opinion that in the interests of safety the massive stumP
should be removed on account of its tilt towards the busy pavement.
This possible danger was, however, averted by two stout props
which, with the time-worn chains already bracing the bole, proved
satisfactory support for the next 30 years - and so the tree was
allowed to survive.
Then, and subsequently, it showed vigorous growth with healthy
new shoots and leaves every year until the early 1970s.
Fewer
shoots were produced in the following years until, in 1978, no
growth appeared at all.
In October of that vear the hollow
lOft-high remains of a remarkable tree gently- collapsed and
revealed its 36ft circumference of, sadly, lifeless and decaying
wood.
We werefrequently questioned by visitors about the age of the
tree and the legendary visit of Queen Elizabeth I.
William
Blanch in his Ye Parish of Camberwell (1875) settled for a vague
"several hundred years old" and considered the story of the
royal visit to have been "traditional".
Southwark council in its 1929 exhibition of paintings, in
which the old elm took part, considered the age to be about
800 years, and took the view that the River Effra had contributed
to its longevity.
W J Stakoe in his Observer's Book of Trees confirms that
English elms are known to exceed 500 years of age.
So possibly
a suggestion in answer to the visitors' questions that the tree
could hav~ been a sapling in the days of Chaucer might not have
been far from the truth.
With our visitors, we too would be
very grateful for further information on the subject of the
visit of Queen Elizabeth I.
Jean and Charles Claydon
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DULWICH ESTATES GOVERNORS:

CHAIRMAN RESPONDS

Below we print the statement by Marshall Field, chairman of
the estates governors, to the public meeting on 29 February
arranged by the Dulwich Society.
I have only very recently been elected to the chairman of the
.beard of estates governors and this is nearly my first public
appearance.
Nevertheless, I welcome the opportunity of making
a statement to so large a number of residents of the estate.
We have tried, over the years, to improve our communications with
the residents and, indeed, last year, prepared a leaflet which
was delivered to every house on the estate.
However, the
opportunity for me, for a number of my colleagues on the board
and for John Wylie, the general manager, and for members of his
staff to meet and talk to so many residents.is valuable - although
I do regret the circumstances of the calling of the meeting;
the dossier of complaints.
I would like to use this time to explain the nature of
the responsibilities of the governors, to tell you how we are
constituted and how we see our duties and to add a few words
about the scheme of management and the advisory committee.
Having examined the dossier, I notice that a very large number
of matters were raised.
Some were raised by many people and
are clearly of general concern.
Others are more specific to
particular properties but, even so, may, when allied to others
of a similar type, be of quite general concern.
I would not
wish this meeting to become a question and answer session on
specific points, but I think we will be able to cover the great
majority of the complaints by dealing with them in groups where
there is common interest.
Before I finish, I will give an
indication of these three or four main issues and would like, before
we discuss each one generally, to ask one of my colleagues to
make an introductory statement - I think that that might save
quite a lot of time.
Although the Foundation of Edward Alleyn dates from 1619, the
separate board of estates governors goes back only to 1882.
The
governors administer the estate, which extends from the Crystal
Palace Parade in the south to Denmark Hill and Sunray Avenue in
the north (the conservation areas being designated areas within
the estate boundaries).
The estate is a charity:
the governors
are answerable to the beneficiaries and are subject to the
supervision of the Charity Commissioners.
I would like, at this point, to clear up two popular
misconceptions.
First, the beneficiaries are not only the
three schools in Dulwich but include also the Central Foundation
Schools (boys at Islington and girls at Mile End), St Clave's
and St Saviour's (girls in the New Kent Road and boys in Orpington),
the picture gallery, the chapel and the almshouses.
All are
connected with Edward Alleyn but not all are in Dulwich.
Second,
the discretionary powers of the governors are really quite small;
they are bound to distribute all the residual income to the
beneficiaries each year with very limited powers of holding
reserves for repairs etc.
Thus, although the assets administered
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by the governors are substantial, both in real estate and, since
the enfranchisement of leaseholds, in securities, and the total
amount distributed each year now amounts to nearly £900,000,
the governors are not rich in the sense of having disposable
assets.
They are trustees for all the beneficiaries.
Their prime duty is to administer the estate and they aim to
do this as an enlightened landlord would.
Moreover, since
the advent of the scheme of management (to which I will return),
they have other obligations as regards estate management.
The
point I wish to stress is that their powers are strictly controlled
and, in many instances, they have very little scope to exercise
discretion.
The governors number 25.
Of these 19 are appointed by other
bodies:
eight by Dulwich College (and Alleyns School), one by
each of James Allen's Girls' School, The Central Foundation Schools
and the St Clave's Schools, four by the London Borough of Southwark,
two by the London Borough of Islington and two by the Parish of
St Botolph's.
The remaining six are co-opted and of these three
must be resident in Dulwich.
In fact, of the present board,
15 governors live on or very near the estate and a further four
have lived on the estate or maintain strong links with other
Dulwich interests.
The 25 governors have a wide range of interests and disciplines;
in particular we can count lawyers, accountants, surveyors, an
architect and several with expertise in finance and management.
Also, many (and not only those appointed by the two boroughs) have
considerable experience in local government.
Their work is
transacted for the most part at meetings held in Dulwich on
Saturday mornings and the attendance record is very high indeed.
The scheme of management came into being in 1974 and gives
the governors a considerable measure of control over the properties
that became freehold under the Leasehold Reform Act.
In particular,
alterations to the exterior even of a freehold building are
subject to the governors' consent.
This gives the governors
greater cause to take account of environmental aspects than arise
merely from their being enlightened landlords.
The scheme is
monitored by an advisory committee which stands apart from the
board and comprises equal numbers of members from the board and
from the two long-standing amenity societies.
I turn now to the dossier of complaints.
There were several
hundred items on some 80 comoleted forms.
Most of the complaints
were concerned with problems-relating to the maintenance and
repairs of individual estates - some to do with painting contracts,
others with amenity areas, all being matters of a landlord and
tenant nature.
I would like to stress here the distinction between
the responsibilities of the governors acting as a landlord and
their responsibilities under the scheme of management - here we
are acting as landlords.
I mentioned earlier that the governors have aimed to be
enliqhtened landlords but I have to admit that we have not been
as effic~ent as we would wish in recent years.
Some of you may
remember that until his retirement in 1981 the general manager was
Gerald White.
From his retirement until the eventual appointment
of John Wylie in 1985 we had a difficult period of successive
changes of managements and senior staff.
Great effcirts were made
to maintain efficiency but it is clear from the dossier that many
of the complaints derive from weaknesses that arose during this time.
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This is not an excuse, but it is a reason and I hope that
some of you will have noticed some improvement in recent months.
I think that it would be helpful tf I asked John Wylie to make
a general statement of our resolve to return permanently to a
proper standard of office efficiency and of our policy and
intentions in regard to these landlord and tenant matters.
He will
also be able to say something about charging out the costs of this
work.
A large number of people raised the question of the state of
College Road.
First, I should explain that the section of
College Road with which the governors are directly concerned is
that from the South Circular Road going south through the toll gate
and up to the junction with Kingswood Drive.
The governors are
also concerned with Hunts Slip Road but they are not concerned with
College Road north of the South Circular Road and progressing
through to Dulwich Village.
It is apparent to everyone that we
have had problems of several kinds with our section of College
Road and, although some matters have been attended to now (and it
has been a struggle), there remains much to be anxious about.
I
will ask Tom Howe, deputy chairman, past chairman of the trees and
surveys committee and a surveyor by profession, to speak to you
further on this matter in a minute or two.
Quite a large number of people, and naturally those living
nearby, expressed concern at the state of the Old Grammar School.
I am hopeful that this long standing problem is nearing resolution.
Again, Tom Howe has something to say on this if required.
Another matter of considerable interest (and rightly so) is
that of Dulwich Woods.
They are the great glory of Dulwich and
it is the governors' wish to preserve them and to see that they are
properly maintained.
But there are some misconceptions.
First,
there is a difference between preserving the existing woodland and
extending it as adjoining properties come to be redeveloped.
Second,
we have a responsibility to ensure that any scheme for their
maintenance will endure over time - we must look more than a year
or two ahead and must consider what might happen to other agencies
over time.
The woods bring problems of maintenance and vandalism
and the storm in October has added to them, or has brought them to
a head - but in this connection there is some good news.
I will
ask Jeremy Gotch, chairman of the trees and surveys committee, to
comment on this topic.
Several people were concerned at the standards applied to the
governors' approval of alterations and extensions - also a topic
for Jeremy Gotch,
This is an important issue and Dulwich· owes much
to the efforts of our predecessors.
However, it is often quite
difficult to draw a line fairlv between one man's wish to extend
his house and so be able to continue to live where he has been
happy and his neighbour's complaints that the proposed extension is
an unreasonable intrusion.
These matters are difficult to resolve,
but the governors are placed in an even more difficult position when
faced with a proposal for an extension that they would prefer not to
see but with no expression of concern from any other source.
Here
the amenity societies have an important part to play and I welcome
their comments and observations on plans submitted to us.

Indeed, I would like to close my remarks by saying that the
amenity societies and all the residents' associations have an
important responsibility in keeping Dulwich as it should be.
The governors can do so much, and they have their particular
responsibilities, but the societies and the many associations
form a useful and very valuable line of communication - as, I
hope, has this meeting.

FROG FACTS:
The London Wildlife Trust has launched a leaflet,
Frog Facts, which is available, free, to members of the public.
It describes the lifestyle of the urban frogs and what people
can do to protect them.
According to Sue Wyatt, LWT's education
officer:
"Every spring we receive hundreds of enquiries from
people who want more information about looking after the tadpoles
February
Start to move off to
their breeding ponds.

May
Adults leave the
ponds. Early tadpoles
begin to
'metamorphose'.

March
Spawning takes plar.e
in early March.
Tadpoles start to
hatch.

April
Tadpoles continue to
hatch and grow.

August
Adults live in long
grass.

June
Young froglets leave
the ponds.
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September
Young froglets eat
greedily to gain body
,reserves for winter. :
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November
Most frogs
hibernating. Some
young animals may
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December
Hibernating but wake
to feed in warm
weather for short
periods:
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and frogs in their garden ponds.
The Frog Facts leaflet has
been designed to answer the most common questions.
The London
Wildlife Trust is also compiling a list of ponds throughout
London which provide suitable foster homes for excess spawn from
garden ponds".
For further information write, with a large
sae, to:
Frog Enquiries, London Wildlife Trust, 80 York Way,
London Nl 9AG.

****
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WASTE AND OIL:

RECYCLE IT!

LONDON'S RECYCLING CENTRES

Every year Londoners throw away approximately 2.5 million
tonnes of rubbish, of which only two per cent or 50,000 tonnnes
is recycled.
Potentially, half of household waste could be
recycled, rather than dumped in landfill sites.
A comprehensive
recycling scheme would utilise a neglected resource, producing
both money and jobs from waste.
There are many problems to be
overcome in setting up a recycling scheme, but as the price of
dumping waste increases, the financial incentives, let alone
the environmental ones,, become more compelling.
Recycling schemes will only succeed if there is close
cooneration between local councils, community and voluntary
groups.
An EEC directive on beverage containers demands that
member states draw up a four-year plan to reduce the tonnage
and/or volume of waste produced from drinks containers.
The
directive also requires member states to educate consumers in
the advantages of reusable and recycled containers and facilitate
fur them both.
The British Government has indicated that these
rulings will only be imposed voluntarily on producers.
The reaction from manufacturers has been mixed.
The Glass
Manufacturing Federation aims to double the number of bottle
banks to 5,000 over the next five years.
Welcome as this is,
it is still a poor effort compared with our counterparts in
Europe.
The Government feels energy from incineration is the only
viable resource from waste paper and plastics, even though many
successful recycling schemes have been set up all over the
country.
Popular demand for recycling and recycled products
and more outlets for recycling· can prove them wrong!
Take oil, for instance.
Each year 100,000 gallons of waste
oil is unaccounted for.
This is the same amount bought by
'change-it-yourself' motorists.
Where does it go?
Dumping of waste oil in drains is illegal.
Why?
Because 15-25 per cent of motor oil consists of additives
including phosphorous, magnesium, sodium boronide, zinc biocides
and molybdenum.
During its use oil absorbs five per cent of the
lead in petrol.
Consequently oil down our drains will create a
cocktail of chemicals and if these get into the water supply the
effects could be disasterous.
Oil finding its way to the sewage
works could reduce the bacterial breakdown of sewage and thus the
cleansing of our water supply.
Burning waste oil is offensive
and can lead to serious pollution problems.
The easy answer is to take the used oil to one of the
36 recycling centres in London where it will be properly treated.
For information about your nearest recycling centre, contact the
recycling department at London Friends of the Earth (737 4144),
or The London Waste Regulation Authority at County Hall,
London SEl 7PB, tel:
633 2786/7346.

Tanks for disnosal of sump oil are available at the following
recycling centres and civic amenity waste disposal sites.
Hillingdon
New Years Green Lane (Barefield
3153)
Victoria Road, Ruislip (01-841 4546
Rigby Lane, Hayes (01-561 4783)

Barking and Dagenham
Frizlands Lane (01-592 4324)
Barnet
Tilling Road (01-452 3918)
Summers Lane (1-368 8083)

Hounslow
Space Waye (01- 890 0917)

Bexley
Thames Road, Crayford (Dartford
76692)
Brent
Alperton Lane (Ol-998 3747)

Kensington and Chelsea
Lots Road (01-352 9402)
Kingston upon Thames
Athelstan Road (01 549 6273)

Bromley
Churchfields Road (01-658 6303)
Waldo Road (01-464 3994)

Lambeth
Vales Street, SE27 (01-670 2048)

Camden
Jamestown Road (01-485 1553)
Croydon
Factory Lane (01-688 7003)
Purley Oaks, Brighton Road (01-660
9337)

Newham
Jenkins Lane, Barking (01-591 3834)

Ealing
Greenford Road (01-578 5674)

Richmond upon Thames
Townmead Road (01-876 3281)

Enfield
Barrowell Green (01-886 7185)
Carterhatch Lane (01-366 4455)
Edmonton Incinerator, Angel Road
(N. Circ.) (01- 803 1322)

Redbridge
Chiqwell Road (Ol-504 5808

Greenwich
Nathan Way (01-311 5229)

Tower Hamlets
Raleana Road, El4

Haringey
Park View Road (01-801 5592)

Waltham Forest
Low Hall Lane (01-521 4079)
Suffield Road (Ol-529 4831)
Auckland Road (01-539 7280)

Harrow
Kenmore Avenue (01-907 8936)

Sutton
Oldfields Road (01-644 7297)
(01-987 3077)

Wandsworth
Friendship Way (01-871 2788/9)

Havering
Gerpins Lane (UPminster 25723)
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Merton
Garth Road (01- 337 9979)
Weir Road (01-947 2656
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
DR WEBSTER'S FOUNTAIN:

A DRAMA IN TWO ACTS
From the general manager and secretary of the estates governors

In Newsletter 77, (July 1987), Bill de Baerdemaecker concluded
an illuminating article on Dr George Webster and the fountain
erected in his memory, with a reference to damage caused to the
fountain following a car accident.
Thus began a mini-saga which has spanned the past 12 months ...
Act One, Scene One.
Early spring.
Visiting motorist
approaches roundabout in Dulwich Village.
Foot slips from brake
pedal to accelerator and car hits fountain with tremendous impact.
Opper half shifted on base: block of granite broken off.
Motorist
unhurt.
Scene Two.
Later, estates governors and Southwark council
receive information from police accident on public highway.
Was
"vital information" omitt~d from report?
Scene Three.
Enter Dulwich society.
Police provide accident
details including "vital information".
Scene Four.
Later still, council's public works (traffic) and
insurance departments report no "vital information" in their
possession, therefore unable to register claim.
Both most grateful
to be given motorist's insurance policy details.
The 'silly season' is with us.
Curtain
Act Two, Scene One.
Early autumn.
Public works (traffic)
reports police case closed.
No witnesses and no injuries.
No
court case.
Unfortunate motorist cautioned for "driving without
due care and attention"!
Principal insurance officer writes to
motorist:
claim is registered.
Will insurance company meet
claim at this stage?
Scene Two.
Search begins for monumental mason.
Fountain
built by firm based in Ipswich in 1877.
Is firm still in existence?
Scene Three.
New Year.
West Norwood.
Enter monumental
mason who worked on fountain in 1977 - a man whose reminiscences
are legion.
Mason introduced to public works (traffic).
Scene Four.
Two weeks later.
Motorist accepts responsibility
for damage.
Public works (traffic) transfers council case to public
works (engineering).
Mason introduced to public works (engineering).
Damage repair estimate submitted in short time, and passed to
insurance department:
estimate accepted.
Repair work may now
begin.
Curtain
And the block of granite - taken from a seam of granite which
is now worked out?
A thoughtful person had retrieved it, and
it was taken to the estate's woodyard where it has rested ever since.
By the time this is read in the spring Newsletter, repairs may have
begun.
'To him who waits .... !"
'Seek and ye shall find .... !' etc, etc.
Robin Taylor

Dear Sir,
As you know, it is not the practice of the estates governors
to comment publicly on individual cases, as we regard such
matters as being confidential between ourselves and the other
party concerned.
The current state of the old qrammar school is, however, a
matter of much public concern, and I am making an exception to
our usual practice to correct some misleading statements contained
in your last issue.
I take the opportunity also of responding
to other more general points in the last Newsletter.
I have the consent of the old scholars (the lessees of the
old grammar school) to state that there is no disagreement between
them and ourselves, as to who is resoonsible for maintaining
the fabric of the building.
There is, however, a difference
of view over the scope and effectiveness of the works which
were carried out, on behalf of the lessees and the governors,
in 1982, but we are all doing what we can to resolve the matter
as quickly as possible.
There is no truth whatsoever (nor has there ever been) in
your comment that we might have lost our files.
On the more general points contained in your note on page 22
of the January/February Newsletter, it is a cause of regret
to us that we have not been able to respond more positively to
your open invitation to submit material for publications, and
we hope to be able to be more active in this respect in the future.
Your readers will know, however, of the very substantial
efforts which have been made in recent years, to create a greater
dialogue between the estates governors (board members and office
staff alike) and the residents of the estate.
Our widely
welcomed leaflet - distributed during 1987; our new map;
and - most importantly - the many meetings and conversations which
my colleagues and I have had with representatives of residents'
associations, your own society, and other groups, as well as
individual residents, all bear witness to these efforts.
More fundamental, however, is the need to deal with those
matters which are the immediate cause of complaints, and to
continue to improve the efficiency and speed of response of
the estate office, in dealing with its many and varied responsibilities.
One final point:
our proposal that we might have an opportunity
to know the contents of critical articles, prior to publication
of your Newsletter, seems to have been incorrectly interpreted
as a desire to exercise some form of control over the articles.
Nothing could be further from the truth: my original letter,
and Mr Chandler's more recent letter to the Newsletter, both make
it clear that we seek no more than an opportunity to point out
any errors of fact (as distinct from comment, adverse or otherwise),
prior to publication.
Yours sincerely,
John Wylie
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
From the chairman of the Dulwich Society's transport and planning
sub-committee
Dear Sir,
There are seven paragraphs in the letter of the chairman of
the estates governors featured on pages 22/23 of Newsletter 79,
all of which should be individually replied to, but first an
observation must be made on the lack of substance in the letter
which consists, regrettably, of assertions, in the main
unsubstantiated by facts.
'
Paragraphs 1 and 6.
Objection is made to quotations of
criticism in the Newsletter from outside sources and individuals.
Mr Chandler should know that newspapers and even our Newsletter
are forums wherein opinions are expressed on one side or the other.
The invitation to use the columns of the Newsletter has all too
rarely been used.
His request to be able to reply in advance to
contributions amounts to censorship and is a sad reflection on his
attitude to this valuable feature.
Paragraph 2.
The information leaflet is glossy and therefore
expensive and suitable for tourists:
it does not accurately reflect
Dulwich affairs particularly in regard to the paragraphs on
"Relationship with Residents", "The Tollgate".
Paragraph 3.
Nothing so supports the Dulwich Society's
initiative climaxed by the massive public meeting on 29 February
as this statement on good management by the estates governors in
the past and their recent falling away from this standard.
Mr Chandler should also avoid making statements about current
house prices in this debate.
Paragraph 4.
The action averred in this paragraph is not true.
It is precisely because the estates governors have not effectively
consulted with residential leasehold estates as showrtin the
Dulwich Society's dossier of complaints that dissatisfaction has
arisen.
See the Stonehills Court section for the facts.
Freehold
estates also are not consulted by the estates governors.
See
Peckarmans Wood Residents Association for the facts.
Paragraph 5.
A less flattering way of presenting the facts
about the estates governors would be to, say that 44 pe,r cent of the
estates governors live outside Dulwich.
We are not concerned
so much with this as with the attendance figures of these governors
and what is done when they do meet.
We do know, for example, that
the advisory committee (the one built-in feature of the scheme of
management, to ensure some communication between the estates governors
and the residents of Dulwich as represented by the Dulwich Residents
Association and the Dulwich Society) has only ever been called upon
by the estates governors to meet six-monthly and for a period
recently its meetings lapsed entirely for 18 months.
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Paragraph 7.
If these sentiments are true then we can
expect a positive response in the near future to the proposals
from the co-ordinating committee now being set up by the society
to replace the old moribund advisory committee by a new public
advisory committee as expressed at the historic meeting on
29 February.
There will, we hope, be more news of this in the next
Newsletter.
Yours sincerely,
Reg Collins
6 Eastlands Cresent, SE21

From Mr John Marsh, CBE, DSc, CBIM, FIMC.
Dear Sir,
Congratulations to all concerned on the success of the
St Barnabas Hall meeting on 29 February.
The initiatives of the Dulwich Society leading up to what
proved to be a locally historic occasion should receive full
praise from Dulwich residents.
It is clear that the estates governors and staff have now
entered a new dimension of relationships with all who live in
the area.
The governors' admission of several years of
administrative incompetence was welcome, surprising and long
overdue.
There is a saying that "the art of governing is desperation
modified by inefficiency".
Obviously the backlog of things
to be dealt with needs further patience by us all, but one hopes
that the process will be speeded up now that better communicatiollf'
are being established.
The suggested meeting in a year's time
need not be so cathartic!
Yours sincerely,
John Marsh
13 Frank Dixon Way
Dulwich Village
London SE21 7ET
Tel:

(01)

693 4264
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THE SAGA OF STONEHILLS COURT, SE21

GRAPEVINE

The much-heralded public meeting with the Dulwich estates
governors in February was the culmination of manv years of
exasoeration.
The following extracts from estates governors'
letters to residents in Stonehills Court since 1980 gives a
clue.
September 1980
"Recently a number of essential repair works ...
have been broughtto the attention of this office.
I have received an estimate ... for rebuilding ...
and doing essential work ... These are all
necessary works and under the terms of the
lease you are required to contl:i.bute to this
cost.
However before proceeding other
contractors will be asked to tender for the
work".
February 1984
"I trust I did aopear too pessimistic at times
in our meeting.
However, I believe that
unless one is prepared to accept that problems
are such, it is unlikely that any serious
effort to remedy matters will ever follow".
March 1984
"The ... are, to varying degrees, in need of
repair and my staff are currently working on
this problem as a matter of priority.
It is
expected that these repairs will also be
carried out later this year".
"A specification has been prepared and is about
July 1984
to be submitted to contractors inviting them
to tender for this work".
December 1985
"I very much share your hope that we can now move
forward to a position where we are able to play
a much more active role in the management of the
properties within our care".
December 1986
"The building surveying department are presently
preparing an alternative solution to that which
was originally proposed".
(Editor's note:
originally proposed in 1980.)
February 1987
"As you appreciate, the state ... continues to get
worse,
Alternatively we could temporarily
shore up ... with timber but this will probably
be more unsightly.
I am proceeding with new
designs for the rebuilding ... and hope to report
to you soon on this matter".
March 1987
"I share entirely your frustration about the fact
that so little has been done ... for so many years".
"I did indeed give the assurance to which you
refer, ... with the benefit of hindsight, I have to
say that I had not appreciated at that time the
difficulties which I was later to discover".
"I am able to assure you that the preparation of
April 19 8 7
drawings ... has commenced".
"As you will be aware ... have been suffering from
May 1987
structural decay ... have been shored up with timber
as a temporary measure while we gain new drawings
and a report from our Structural Engineer".

SOUTHWARK FOE:
Southwark FOE is now an official group affiliated
to national and international Friends of the Earth.
In 1988 it
plans to tackle two areas:
the recycling campaign and the ozone
layer campaign.
It needs local information about voluntary groups
who collect anything, clothes, newspaper, aluminium ring pulls.
The aim is to produce a Southwark recycling booklet.
Local
councillors have been interviewed at surgeries to find out what
Southwark council is doing now, what their long-term plans are
and what they should be (Ping.
The ozone layer problem caused
by aerosol use was tackled by a campaign in shopping centres
in March.
Contact Southwark FOE at 32 Overhill Road,
East Dulwich, SE22 OPH.

Editor's note in March 1988.
were still not done.
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****
GLASS HISTORY:
In an illustrated talk on the history of stained
glass, two local artists working in glass, Anna Sklovsky and
Louise Severyn Kosinsk~ will link the history of their craft
to the revival and growing importance of the use of stained glass
in modern architecture.
Their talk will be illustrated by
slides of stained glass in France, the US and Spain, and by
examples of their own work.
The talk will be given on
Thursday 21 April (8.15pm) at the United Reformed Church Hall,
Grove Lane/Love Walk, SES.
Coffee will be at 8pm.

****
FASHION SHOW:
Kandice, Herne Hill's new maternity and babywear
shop, is holding a fashion show at St Paul's Hall on 7 May at
2.30pm.
On show will be their ranges of maternity and babywear
as well as clothes for one to five year olds.
Tickets are £2.30
each for the two-hour show and are available from the shop in
Half Moon Lane.

****
RUNNERS' FUN:
Drawing its membership of more than 140 from all
age groups and all walks of life - geologists, doctors, a
violinist with the London Philharmonic, accountants, lorry
drivers and milkmen being among its adherents - Dulwich Runners
is a club which caters for both the serious athlete and the
fun runner.
"We have dedicated snortsmen who run the marathon
in two-and-a-half hours or less and others who run just once a
week for a mere three or four miles", says club captain Steve Wherle.
The club meets on Wednesday evenings at 7pm at the Griffin Club,
Sainsbury's Sports Ground, Dulwich Village, and on Sundays at
9.30am at Brockwell Park Lido.
Dulwich Runners organises various
social events and participates in the London League which is promoted
by the L~ndon Road Runners and consists of a series of 10,000
metre rac~s held monthly between April and September.

Repair works "essential" in l980
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